Thomas Pynchon’s Gravity’s Rainbow (1973) has been called a modern Finnegans Wake for its challenging language, wild anachronisms, hallucinatory happenings, and fever-dream imagery. With Pictures Showing What Happens on Each Page of Thomas Pynchon’s Novel Gravity’s Rainbow, artist Zak Smith at once eases and expands readers’ experience of the twentieth-century classic. Smith has created more than 750 pages of drawings, paintings, and photos—each derived from a page of Pynchon’s novel. Extraordinary tableaux of the detritus of war—a burned-out Königstiger tank, a melted machine gun—coexist alongside such phantasmagoric Pynchon inventions as the “stumbling bird” and “Grigori the octopus.” Smith has said he aimed to be “as literal as possible” in interpreting Gravity’s Rainbow, but his images are as imaginative and powerful as the prose they honor.

Shown to acclaim at the Whitney Museum in 2004, Zak Smith’s Gravity’s Rainbow illustrations are in the permanent collection of Minneapolis’s renowned Walker Art Center.
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INTRODUCTION

The one time we met, thirteen years ago, he gave me an Amy Fisher comic book. For those not old enough to remember, Fisher was the infamous “Long Island Lolita,” as the tabloids would have it—a teenager whose affair with the considerably more senior Joey Buttafuoco resulted in an attempt to kill his inconvenient wife, who in her inconvenient fashion survived. In the early nineties it was a big story. Even those of us who lived on the West Coast were caught up in it. On one side of the comic book was an Amy Fisher cover; then you flipped it over and there was the Buttafuoco cover, half the magazine telling her side of the story and half telling his.

The comic book was the only thing about the meeting that was Pynchonesque. There was no secret handshake, no blindfolded drive deep into the woods at midnight. If there’s anyone who seems not captivated by the mystique of Thomas Pynchon, it’s Pynchon.

The author of the earlier novels *V.* and *The Crying of Lot 49*, in 1973’s *Gravity’s Rainbow* Pynchon distilled the Einsteinian double-helix of time and space into a word. It was not unlike the Word we’ve always been told was there...
in the Beginning—but the word is . . . what? Several thousand years of Judeo-Christianity say God; Pynchon the lunatic god of modern American literature says something else, though which of the hundreds of thousands of words that fill Gravity's Rainbow he never tells. It's only one of the novel's infinite secrets. Pynchon isn't above the old trick of spelling god backward, so perhaps the Word is the dog—a red setter—that goes up in flames with the rest of Gottfried's memories in the novel's final paragraphs, as the rocket he rides is "betrayed to Gravity." Maybe the Word is Slothrop, the name of the novel's central figure, or maybe it's the "blackout" on page three or the more portentous "Void" on page 578 (a "delicious and screaming collapse"), or the "pussy" that the World War II soldiers sing about on page 305. Whatever is the pynchon-god's Word, like splitting an atom the Word is split in Gravity's Rainbow, along with the libido. The result is that screaming across the sky that's Doom, the death rattle of the modern age, the umbilical whiplash of Nuclear Time or Cosmic Time (Pynchon refers to not the nuclear but the Cosmic Bomb), the ejaculation of a psychedelic penis. Of course Gravity's Rainbow is as much about Freud's calculations as Einstein's. Sometimes they cancel each other out. Sometimes they conspire, crosswiring geographic and temporal coordinates with foggy latitudes and longitudes that disappear into the Sargasso Sea of the psyche.

Greil Marcus once wrote that the Sex Pistols divided in half the pop history that only the Beatles had divided before. Gravity's Rainbow fractured literature, which previously had
been fractured only by *Ulysses* and which no book has so fractured since. Pynchon’s novel transcends assessment: whatever you think of it, whatever you can even *begin* to think of it, you can’t resist it, it’s inexorable, the event horizon of contemporary literature. The only novel of the last fifty years in its league is *One Hundred Years of Solitude*. The power of *Gravity’s Rainbow*, particularly for other novelists, is that even as the reading of a single randomly selected page—say that one with the Void, 578, which all by itself seems to swallow up not only surrounding pages but surrounding books, whole surrounding oeuvres—can put one meekly and immutably in his or her place, it also races the blood recklessly to the erogenous zone of one’s dreams. In the last half of the twentieth century, it’s the great American novel of possibilities. Perhaps if you smashed together the dozen best novels of Philip K. Dick you would have something that approaches it—a pulpy low-culture version of *Gravity’s Rainbow*, it’s tempting to say, except that not the least of Pynchon’s revolutions is how he obliterated the distinctions of low and high culture, at least for anyone paying attention. (Some didn’t.) novelists who have felt the influence of *Gravity’s Rainbow* hope that all of their collective work might bridge just half the sky that Pynchon’s rainbow covers.

To any rational person, Zak Smith’s aspiration to illustrate *Gravity’s Rainbow* must appear doomed to failure, but true Pynchonians believe that aspirations doomed to failure are the only ones worth aspiring to. So doomed, Smith is liber-
ated by having nothing to lose, and as seen here his illustrations pulse with neither doom nor failure but with that same sense of possibility that the novel represents to other novelists. Smith’s rendition of page 578 does indeed appear to be a universe devouring everything around it, but who can be certain? He has claimed that his intent was to translate the novel at its most literal, but in the novel’s paradoxical fashion, that winds up resulting in a translation of the novel at its most metaphoric. If the epigram to the novel’s third section, on page 279, is Dorothy’s line to Toto about not being in Kansas anymore—which, since the publication of Gravity’s Rainbow, has become quoted to the point of cliché—Smith duly gives us the Cowardly Lion, the Tin Man, and the Scarecrow (almost edging Dorothy out of the frame altogether), which in one way is rather obvious, of course, but in another way does not simply replicate the galaxy of pop references that dominate the Pynchonian Infinite but implies their secret language. As when Dorothy steps through her doorway into Oz in the movie, it’s also one of the rare times that Smith’s Gravity’s Rainbow Illustrated: One Picture for Every Page bursts into color. And in the end there’s something slightly counterintuitive about Smith’s vision of such an epic, told (or displayed) (or composed) as it is not in wide-screen, bombed-out cityscapes but 760 pages of mostly close-ups, less Blade Runner and more The Passion of Joan of Arc.

Just as the only way to read the novel is to buckle yourself in and roar through it—those who try to decipher the fucking
thing, like those who try to decipher Ulysses, couldn’t miss
the point more—so the only way to make a visual representa-
tion of it is to surrender to the inkblots of whatever Rorschach
the novel inspires. Dazzling and virtuosic in its own right, with
dashes of everyone from Basquiat to the early eighties punk
Italian comix artist Tanino Liberatore, Zak Smith’s Gravity’s
Rainbow is ultimately his own version of the story. It coheres
among all the alternate-universe Gravity’s Rainbows that fill a
library comprising the novel’s every single reading by every
single reader who’s ever read it. There’s not one Gravity’s
Rainbow but thousands. I don’t doubt the Amy Fisher comic
is one of them; there’s the Void right there, at the Freeport
Motor Inn on page four. No one who understands Gravity’s
Rainbow—to the extent anyone does, even its author—can
doubt that Pynchon would have it any other way.

—STEVE ERICKSON
So . . . what the fuck?

So why does a guy best known for portraits of half-naked punk-porn chicks decide one day to sit down and illustrate every single page of a relentlessly difficult classic of twentieth-century literature?

Last year a newspaper wanted an article out of me on roughly that topic. If there was a punk-porn/Pynchon connection I didn’t know what it was but I told the guy I’d give it a shot and hung up the phone. I did know there was a go-go dancing, fire-eating, tattooed anarchist lying on my bed, and I knew she was busy reading *Vineland* out loud—and that was about it.

A few days later, I went to Los Angeles and met lots of pornographers. The first pornographer had the muted post horn from Pynchon’s *The Crying of Lot 49* tattooed on his arm. He told me to read Steve Erickson.

The second pornographer told me about a third pornographer who I had to talk to because he was like the *original* punk pornographer and he was doing it before anybody so I asked what’s this guy’s name and he said, “Benny Profane.”
I called Benny:

“Benny Profane, you’re named after a character in V. and you make dirty movies. Can you please explain to me the secret connection between Thomas Pynchon and punk-porn?”

Benny said nobody’d ever recognized his stage name and said some stuff about hmmm . . . maybe, the concept of preterition and girls with chipped teeth and stuff. I mailed him a disk of all the Gravity’s Rainbow pictures I’d done; he mailed me some porno movies.

Benny then says he’s a big fan and it’d mean a lot to him if he could maybe use the Gravity’s Rainbow pictures in a movie he’s doing for Hustler. I say no problem and I say it’d mean a lot to me if I could fuck some girls in the movie he’s doing for Hustler.

Six months later I have a vigorous second career as a porn actor and Steve Erickson is writing the introduction to my book.

THE PYNCHONISH STYLE OF THOUGHT

Now I suspect Pynchon fans will find all that thoroughly gratifying and not just because it ends with one of them getting to have sex a lot. It’s gratifying because it pretty much validates the real-world utility of the Pynchonish style of thought: go off looking for the answer to some maybe-meaningless question, collect and connect the obscure clues, find out
that the world is weirder and wider than you’d imagined and so are you.

Or, to put it another way: Pay attention to everything interesting because everything is connected.

People often call this style of thinking “paranoid,” but that word connotes something pathetic rather than something that might be creative or useful. *Gravity’s Rainbow* in particular seems to have been written by someone who began with no other project than to observe, write essays about, and know the history of nearly everything that interested him in the one-eyed hope that, in the end, it would all be connected—the hope that after 760 pages some thread connecting warfare, behaviorism, and bad limericks would emerge and that this thread would be relevant, if not to the entire world, then at least to the life of the author.

Painters do that, too. The one who lived near the mountain painted the mountain, the one who liked bullfights painted the bullfight, the one who watched the light pass through the greasy glass and hit the orange peel on the kitchen counter painted the light passing through the greasy glass and hitting the orange peel on the kitchen counter—not because they knew that looking closely at these things would tell them something but because they hoped it would.

In *Gravity’s Rainbow*, this style of thought extends all the way down to the language—all those long, detailed, poetic, discursive, intricate, elusive sentences. Sentences that demand to be examined inch by inch and always do much more than they say.
So, like a lot of people, I sat down one summer and read 760 pages and the style of thought contained in those pages inspired a powerful shock of recognition and the shock bounced around my head for years afterward like a ball of fireflies. Unlike most of those people I had both an urge to catch as many of those fireflies as I could and a job that turned this activity into a pleasant and fascinating way to spend my working hours instead of a cranky, dorky, and borderline-psychotic waste of spare time.

But that’s a little deceptive—I didn’t really do “spare time” during the GR project. People often ask how long it took—I worked on it during nine months of fourteen-hour days and seven-day weeks. I threw away tons of drawings. I did a few other pieces during that time but mostly it was Gravity’s Rainbow all day every day. Some days, looking up the Mendoza rifle on the Internet at three in the morning or trying to figure out a new and interesting way to draw two people having a conversation in a room for the twentieth time, it seemed like the stupidest art idea on Earth. I initially tried to draw every page in order, but after a while I pretty much went after any image I could get excited about and then went through at the end and filled in the gaps. I could only pushpin about a third of the pictures to my bedroom wall at any given time and so I was constantly hanging and rehanging the pictures. My wall looks like a termite city.

People ask about my “obsession” with Gravity’s Rainbow, but I wouldn’t say I was obsessed—I was just doing the thing the way it needed to be done. The book is, above all, com-
plex and gorgeous; the pictures had to be complex and gorgeous. Would you be looking at this book if it had been done any other way?

The book was in my head as much as some Bible scene or bunch of grapes or Peruvian factory-worker plight was in the head of some other artist, and I decided to deal with my subject in the hope that, once dealt with, it would make sense, and so I dealt with my subject, as all artists do, with the only style I have, and my style is nothing if not thorough.

. . . which makes these illustrations a little complicated.

WHAT THIS BOOK IS AND IS NOT

Page 49: “. . . the sight of your blood spurting from the flaccid stub of artery . . .”

. . . and there I am in the drawing, the blood spurting from what’s left of a skinny, tattooed arm. Because when I read that sentence (or one of the very few others in which Pynchon uses second person) I think of me—just as when you read it you probably think of you. So in trying to be thorough as well as faithful to my understanding of the words, I very occasionally ended up making pictures that simply wouldn’t do if I’d actually been hired to illustrate this book. Instead of drawing some sort of WWII-era British everyman or -woman mutilated for that picture, I chose to be faithful to what I saw in my head when I read that sentence rather than to what some art director would’ve demanded.
That having been said, I am conventional and sober-minded enough that when Pynchon writes, say, “ambulance,” I see an ambulance in my head, not a washrag. I might even go look up a 1940s German ambulance to make sure I get it right. So don’t worry, this book is not some hippie word-association game.

On the third hand—“Silver and black. Curvewarped reflections of stars flowing across, down the full length of, round and round in meridians exact as the meridians of acupuncture” (page 699). OK, dude, you draw that. Sometimes—maybe half the time—Pynchon’s language requires interpretation, which is one of the reasons it was fun to draw (How can I make a thing that looks like a benzene molecule and a snake at the same time? How can I make an angel in the sky that you’re not sure you’re actually seeing?), and one of the reasons it might be fun for you to compare notes with me as you read, and one of the reasons that any attempt to make a definitive set of illustrations for Gravity’s Rainbow would be doomed from the start.

That’s why there are no words opposite the pictures in this book. There is nothing official about what I saw when I read. What you’re holding right now is just my end of a three-way conversation about a book between you, me, and the guy who wrote it.

—ZAK SMITH
ARTIST’S NOTE

The illustrations follow the original 1973 edition of Thomas Pynchon’s *Gravity’s Rainbow* published by Viking Press.
this is how this illus came in; and look at number: it is right-side up
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